Abstract-We analyze models for predicting the probability of a strikeout for a batter/pitcher matchup in baseball using player descriptors that can be estimated accurately from small samples. We start with the log5 model which has been used extensively for describing matchups in sports. Log5 is a special case of a logit model and we use constrained logistic regression over nearly one million matchup observations to assess the use of the log5 explanatory variables for this application. We also show that a batter/pitcher ground ball rate interaction variable is significant for the prediction of strikeout probability and we provide physical justification for the inclusion of this variable in the model. We quantify the differences among the models and show that batters control the majority of the variance in predicted strikeout rate.
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INTRODUCTION
I N recent years, a large amount of data has been collected that allows for the detailed characterization of the performance of baseball players. The ability to use this data to predict the distribution of outcomes for a batter/pitcher matchup has important implications for team building, player usage, and forecasting systems. Before a season begins, for example, a general manager might tune his roster to optimize his team's expected performance against the distribution of starting pitchers in his league or division [11] . A field manger could use a prediction system during the season to optimize his lineup according to the opponent's starting pitcher on a given day. Predictions could also be used to inform in-game decisions such as which relief pitcher to deploy against a particular sequence of batters in the opposing lineup.
Ideally, a large sample of previous outcomes for a particular batter/pitcher matchup would be available to support prediction, but sufficient samples are rarely available for this purpose [6] , [18] , [19] . An approach that allows building larger samples [17] , [19] is to partition batters and pitchers into groups where the members of each group have similar characteristics. This process allows study of the distribution of outcomes when a batter from a particular group faces a pitcher from a particular group and has led to important discoveries about the dependence of matchup outcomes on the group membership of the batter and pitcher [19] . Researchers have shown, however, that the effectiveness of using a player's performance against a group to predict the outcome of an individual batter/pitcher confrontation is limited by sample sizes that are still insufficient [19] and by sensitivity to the location of group boundaries in the feature space [17] .
In 1983, James [8] presented the log5 method that he developed with Adams for predicting the probability of an outcome in a binary experiment that matches two players. The log5 formula (which is also known as the James function) accounts for the individual success rates of the players as well as the average success rate for the environment. The method has been shown [7] to have a number of desirable and interesting mathematical properties and, by accounting for the environment, can support predictions over a range of outcomes and contexts. Baseball researchers [5] , [13] have analyzed large sets of data and concluded, for example, that the method accurately predicts the probability of a hit in a batter/pitcher matchup. The approach has also been used to predict the probability of other outcomes [2] such as whether a batter reaches base in a confrontation with a pitcher.
We will examine the properties of log5 and related models after first partitioning matchups into one of four platoon configurations (LHP versus LHB, LHP versus RHB, RHP versus LHB, RHP versus RHB) according to the handedness (left or right) of the batter and pitcher. The platoon configuration has a significant impact on the expected outcome of a matchup [19] and since handedness is a discrete variable this partitioning does not require a process for defining group boundaries. Within each platoon configuration, we follow the spirit of the log5 model by representing each player using descriptors that are derived using nearly all of their matchups for a given season and by representing contextual information using league averages. Extending this study to include more flexible models for sharing information across players may provide a useful direction for future work. Latent variable models, for example, have recently been exploited for spatial modeling in basketball [14] , [20] .
We will consider the particular problem of modeling the probability of a strikeout using all major league play-by-play data from 2003 to 2013. Strikeouts are a useful starting point for this analysis since they are largely independent of factors outside the control of the batter and pitcher such as team defense which can affect the probability of a hit or ballpark dimensions which can affect the probability of a home run. HITf/x measurements [9] extend play-by-play data by quantifying quality of contact using estimates of the speed and direction of batted balls. This data would be useful for generating more detailed matchup models that include predictions for batted balls, but HITf/x data is not publicly available at this time. The approach taken in this paper, however, can be generalized as additional data becomes available.
Batters and pitchers will be represented by strikeout rate and ground ball rate which have been shown to reach a high level of reliability for sample sizes that are achievable for individual players within a platoon configuration using data for a single season [3] , [4] . We begin by using constrained logistic regression to investigate a model for expected strikeout rate that uses the same explanatory variables as log5. This work builds on the data modeling efforts of Staude [15] , [16] for predicting strikeout rates. We further show that a variable that accounts for the interaction between batter and pitcher ground ball rates is significant in predicting the probability of a strikeout for a matchup. We analyze the differences between the various models and provide examples for cases where the models differ. We also use the models to show that batters control a larger fraction of the variance in expected strikeout rate than pitchers.
MATCHUP MODELING
Log5 Model
In this section, we describe the use of the log5 model [8] for the specific problem of predicting the probability of a strikeout for a plate appearance that matches a batter and a pitcher. Let K be a random variable where K ¼ 1 if a matchup ends in a strikeout and K ¼ 0 otherwise. We can represent the probability of a strikeout for a given matchup using
where x is a vector of n explanatory variables. For the special case of the log5 model, we let B be a batter's strikeout rate and let P be a pitcher's strikeout rate in a league with a strikeout rate of L: The log5 method then predicts the probability E Ã of a strikeout for a matchup between a batter and a pitcher according to
This equation has several interesting properties. E Ã remains the same if B and P are interchanged and E Ã ¼ L if the pitcher and batter are both league average ðB ¼ P ¼ LÞ: In addition, E Ã predicts that a batter will have a strikeout rate above B when facing a pitcher with an above average strikeout rate ðP > LÞ and will have a strikeout rate below B when facing a pitcher with a below average strikeout rate ðP < LÞ: Similar statements also hold for pitchers due to the symmetry of the log5 equation. If we denote the odds ratios for B; P; L; and E Ã by
then the log5 formula of Equation (2) can be written more compactly as
so that
As an example, if we set L to the league strikeout rate for 2013 matchups between right-handed pitchers and righthanded batters, then the log5 model predicts the surface E Ã ðB; P Þ shown in Fig. 1 .
Logit Model
For many applications, the general model of Equation (1) can be represented using
where S is a constant c plus a linear combination of the explanatory variables
and 0 < FðSÞ < 1 for all real numbers S so that the probability E is between zero and one. A common choice for F ðSÞ is the logistic function which is defined by
The odds ratio of E in (6) is then given by
which leads to
By comparing Equations (5) and (10), we see that the log5 model E Ã is equivalent to the logit model E defined by Equations (6)- (10) 
MODEL ASSESSMENT
Explanatory Variables
In Section 2.2 we showed that the log5 model is a special case of a logit model. This leads to several questions. We can ask whether the logit model can improve on the log5 model if the same explanatory variables (x 1 ¼ lnðB o Þ and x 2 ¼ lnðP o Þ) are used but the c; c 1 ; and c 2 constants are assigned different values. We can also ask if the use of additional explanatory variables can improve the accuracy of the predicted strikeout rate. These questions can be answered by evaluating the performance of different models against sets of data.
Descriptor Reliability
Before models can be evaluated, we need to determine a set of candidate player descriptor variables that can be used to define the model explanatory variables. An important consideration is the size of the sample that is required to estimate a descriptor variable reliably. Let X i be the observed value for a candidate descriptor variable, e.g. strikeout rate, for player i over a sample of N plate appearances. Then we can write
where the observed X i is an estimate of the player's true ability T i and E i is random error. The size of the random error decreases as the sample size N increases, but using a sample that extends across multiple years brings the possibility of significant changes in the true skill level ðT i Þ of the player within the sample. Ideally, we would like to estimate a separate set of descriptors for each applicable platoon configuration for each player for each year. This necessitates the use of descriptors that can be estimated reliably from samples that are consistent with this requirement. Given a set of either batters or pitchers and N plate appearance observations for each player in the set, the reliability [10] for a player descriptor variable is defined by
where s 2 X is the variance of the observed X i over the players, s 2 T is the variance of the true ability T i over the players, and s 2 E is the variance of the random error. An increase in the sample size N leads to an increase in R which corresponds to a reduction in the fraction of the total variance s 2 X that is due to the variance s 2 E of the random error. Carleton [3] , [4] used the Kuder-Richardson [12] method for estimating reliability to determine the minimum sample size N that is required to achieve a reliability of 0.7 for a number of player descriptor variables. He showed that, for both batters and pitchers, strikeout rate and ground ball rate are the variables that reach R ¼ 0:7 at the smallest N: In particular, Carleton's studies found that strikeout rates reach a reliability of 0.7 after 60 plate appearances for batters and after 70 plate appearances for pitchers. Thus, strikeout rate can be estimated with a high reliability within a platoon configuration for many individual batters and pitchers using a single season of data. He also showed that a reliability of 0.7 is achieved for ground ball rate after 80 balls in play for batters and after 70 balls in play for pitchers. We note that balls in play do not occur during every plate appearance as events such as strikeouts and walks are not considered balls in play. In 2013, for example, approximately 71.4 percent of plate appearances resulted in a ball in play which means that, on average, the threshold values of 70 and 80 balls in play for pitchers and batters are achieved after 98 and 112 plate appearances respectively. Thus, ground ball rates require more plate appearances to reach a reliability of 0.7 than strikeout rates, but can also be estimated with a high reliability within a platoon configuration for many individual batters and pitchers using a single season of data. The other variables that Carleton considered required significantly larger samples to reach a reliability of 0.7 and would, therefore, provide less reliable descriptors for a player when considering data for a single season and platoon configuration.
Descriptor Computation
Based on the discussion in Section 3.1.1, we represent each batter and pitcher by their strikeout rate and ground ball rate within each applicable platoon configuration for each season. Before computing these rates to characterize each player and the league overall, we remove all plate appearances that ended with a bunt or an intentional walk. We also remove all plate appearances where a pitcher was batting. We refer to plate appearance totals after bunts, intentional walks, and pitchers batting have been removed as adjusted plate appearances. Strikeout rate is defined as the ratio of strikeouts to adjusted plate appearances and ground ball rate is defined as the ratio of ground balls to balls in play. As an example, Table 1 gives the individual player descriptors for left-handed batter David Ortiz and righthanded pitcher Max Scherzer for the 2013 season.
The strikeout and ground ball rate for batters, pitchers, and the league can change from year to year and can also have a significant dependence on the platoon configuration. Fig. 2 , for example, plots the league average strikeout rate L and Fig. 3 plots the league average ground ball rate L G for each of the four platoon configurations for the years from 2003 to 2013. The rates clearly depend on the platoon configuration and can change from year to year. We see, for example, that same-sided matchups (LHP versus LHB and RHP versus RHB) lead to higher strikeout rates and that strikeout rates in general have been rising steadily over the years considered in Fig. 2. 
Regression Analysis
Our model evaluation process uses play-by-play data provided by Retrosheet. Accurate batted ball data which is required to estimate ground ball rates has only been available since the 2003 season. For model evaluation, therefore, we consider all plate appearances except bunts, intentional walks, and pitchers as batters from 2003 to 2013 that involve both a batter and pitcher for which reliable rates against the handedness of the opponent can be computed. For the reasons discussed in Section 3.1.1, we use 150 adjusted plate appearances against the handedness of the opponent in the season under consideration as a threshold for both the batter and pitcher for a plate appearance to be considered. Table 2 gives the number of plate appearance observations from 2003 to 2013 that pass this adjusted plate appearance threshold for each platoon configuration. We note that there are significantly fewer observations for matchups that involve lefthanded pitchers.
Given the set of observations associated with a platoon configuration, logistic regression can be used to estimate the coefficients for the logit model described in Section 2.2 for any group of explanatory variables. For our purposes, an observation consists of the binary outcome of the plate appearance (strikeout or not strikeout), the batter and pitcher strikeout and ground ball rates for the year and platoon configuration, and the league averages (L and L G ) for the year and platoon configuration. The rates and averages are computed using the process described in Section 3.1.2.
GENERALIZED LOG5 MODEL
Starting from the logit model of Equation (10), we can consider generalized log5 models of the form
where the constant c has been written c 0 lnðL o Þ to facilitate comparison with the log5 model and to make explicit that this term varies from year to year as the league average L varies. The coefficients c 0 ; c 1 ; and c 2 can be estimated for each platoon configuration using logistic regression as described in Section 3.2.
In Section 2.1 we observed that the log5 model has the desirable property that
The model of equation (13) will also have this property if c 0 þ c 1 þ c 2 ¼ 1: Thus, we use logistic regression with this constraint to estimate the value of the coefficients for each platoon configuration. Tables 3, 4 , 5, and 6 present the output of the (Table 4) , two of the variables have p-values that are below 0.08 which suggests that an improved model in the form of (13) may be possible for this case. We will examine this platoon configuration in more detail later in this section. Using the c 0 ; c 1 ; and c 2 coefficients, the estimated strikeout probability E 3 for the three-variable model of (13) for a plate appearance within a platoon configuration is given by
where
and where L; B; and P are the strikeout rates for the league, batter, and pitcher that have been estimated for the year and platoon configuration as described in Section 3.1.2. We can further quantify the difference between this generalized model and the log5 model by considering the deviation D 3 ¼ E 3 À E Ã for each plate appearance that was used by the constrained logistic regression to create the model. Table 7 presents the average and maximum value of the absolute difference jD 3 j for all of the plate appearances that were considered for each platoon configuration.
For each platoon configuration except LHP versus RHB, the maximum absolute difference between E 3 and E Ã is less than 1 percent. The difference surface D 3 ðB; P Þ for the LHP versus RHB configuration for 2013 is plotted in Fig. 4 and we see that the absolute difference D 3 is the largest when both strikeout rates B and P are large. The largest absolute difference in our dataset occurs for a 2010 matchup between left-handed pitcher Billy Wagner and right-handed batter Mark Reynolds with the player descriptors shown in Table 8 . This matchup gives a log5 E Ã of 0.634525 and a generalized log5 E 3 of 0.620236 for the difference of D 3 ¼ À0:014289: We note that both batter and pitcher strikeout rates for this case are much larger than the league average of L ¼ 0:167 for this year and platoon configuration.
INCORPORATING GROUND BALL DESCRIPTORS
Four-Variable Model
As explained in Section 3.1.1, batter and pitcher ground ball rates can be estimated with a high reliability within a platoon configuration using the data from a single season. Thus, we can ask whether the use of ground ball rates can improve the ability to model the probability of a strikeout for a matchup. For a given platoon configuration and year, let B G ; P G ; and L G be the batter, pitcher, and league ground ball rates as defined in Section 3.1.2. After using logistic regression to consider a large set of candidate models that included log odds ratio and linear terms with cross terms in strikeout and ground ball rate, we arrived at the fourvariable model
where b B G and b P G are the centered ground ball rates
The model in (16) has the same form as the generalized log5 model of (13) with the added ground ball rate cross term
is not appropriate for this model since the expected strikeout probability for a matchup between a pitcher and batter with leagueaverage strikeout rates is not necessarily L since the ground ball rates B G and P G can play a role in adjusting the expected strikeout probability. Tables 9 and 10 present the results of the logistic regression for the RHP versus LHB and RHP versus RHB cases with the log5 model coefficients ðc 0 ¼ À1:0; c 1 ¼ 1:0; c 2 ¼ 1:0Þ used to define the null hypothesis. Each of the first three variables ðlnðL o Þ; lnðB o Þ; lnðP o ÞÞ has a p-value that is greater than 0.05 for each platoon configuration which supports the use of the log5 model coefficients for these variables. In addition, the unconstrained sum c 0 þ c 1 þ c 2 is nearly one for each case. We note that if the coefficients satisfy c 0 þ c 1 þ c 2 ¼ 1 then the expected strikeout probability for a matchup between a batter and pitcher with league average strikeout rates and league average ground ball rates will be the league average strikeout rate which matches the log5 prediction for this input. The ground ball rate cross term is highly significant with a p-value of 0.0073 for the RHP versus LHB configuration and 0.0037 for the RHP versus RHB configuration. The p-value for the ground ball rate cross term was not significant for the two platoon configurations involving left-handed pitchers. We believe that this is due to having many fewer observations for these cases.
The estimated strikeout probability E 4 for this fourvariable model for a plate appearance within a platoon configuration is given by
and where L; B; P; L G ; B G ; and P G are the rates estimated for the year and platoon configuration as detailed in Section 3.1.2. We can examine the difference between E 4 and the log5 model by computing D 4 ¼ E 4 À E Ã for every plate appearance observation that was used to build the model. Table 11 presents the average and maximum value of the absolute difference jD 4 j over the plate appearance observations for the RHP versus LHB and RHP versus RHB platoon configurations for which all four variables were significant. We see that these differences are larger than for the generalized log5 model considered in Section 4 and that the largest differences are now a few percent in predicted strikeout rate.
Figs. 5 and 6 allow us to examine the impact of the ground ball rate cross term on the predicted strikeout rate for the four-variable model as compared to the log5 model. The surface in Fig. 5 plots the difference
Ã as a function of the batter and pitcher ground ball rates with the batter and pitcher strikeout rates set to the league average ðB ¼ P ¼ LÞ for the RHP versus RHB platoon configuration for year 2013. The shape of the surface as defined by the model will be similar for other platoon configurations and years. Fig. 6 plots the one-dimensional curves that result from intersecting the surface in Fig. 5 with the orthogonal planes B G ¼ P G and B G ¼ 1 À P G : Since the c 0 ; c 1 ; and c 2 coefficients are similar for E 4 and E Ã ; equation (16) predicts and the plots illustrate that D 4 will be near zero when B G and P G are near the league average ðL G ¼ 0:463Þ for this platoon configuration and year. As we move away from the central area of the surface, however, E 4 becomes larger than E Ã if we move along the direction B G ¼ P G ; but E 4 becomes smaller than E Ã if we move along the orthogonal direction B G ¼ 1 À P G : In other words, for cases where both B G and P G are distant from L G ; we will see more strikeouts if the batter and pitcher have similar ground ball rates and we will see fewer strikeouts if the batter and pitcher have significantly different ground ball rates. 
Physical Justification
The effect of the ground ball rate cross term as depicted in Figs. 5 and 6 is consistent with physical intuition. In baseball parlance, pitchers with high values of P G are referred to as ground ball pitchers and pitchers with small values of P G are referred to as fly ball pitchers. Similarly, batters with high values of B G are known as ground ball hitters and batters with small values of B G are called fly ball hitters. Ground ball pitchers tend to miss under bats and ground ball hitters tend to swing over pitches. The errors accumulate when a ground ball pitcher faces a ground ball hitter which leads to more swings and misses and a higher probability of a strikeout. Similarly, fly ball pitchers tend to miss over bats and fly ball hitters tend to miss under pitches. Therefore, the errors also accumulate when a fly ball pitcher faces a fly ball hitter which leads to more swings and misses and more strikeouts. On the other hand, if we consider a confrontation between a ground ball pitcher and a fly ball hitter, the ground ball pitcher tends to miss under bats while the fly ball hitter tends to swing under pitches. For this case, the errors cancel each other which leads to fewer strikeouts. Similarly, matchups between a fly ball pitcher and a ground ball hitter will also lead to fewer strikeouts. Tango et al. [19] showed that these physical predictions were consistent with the overall results in matchups without specifically considering the case of strikeouts.
Examples
In this section, we present matchup examples from 2003-2013 that exhibit significant differences between the log5 and four-variable model predictions. Example 1 considers right-handed pitcher Samuel Deduno versus left-handed batter Jonathan Villar in 2013. Both pitcher and batter have a ground ball rate for this configuration that is significantly above the league average ðL G ¼ 0:435Þ and the shape of the surface in Fig. 5 predicts that E 4 will be larger than E Ã for this case. Examples 3 and 4 present matchups from the RHP versus LHB and RHP versus RHB configurations where both the pitcher and batter ground ball rates are well below league average. As predicted by Fig. 5, E Using the models in this paper, we can estimate the fraction of the variance in the expected strikeout rate that is due to the batter and the pitcher. The four-variable model for expected strikeout probability that was presented in Section 5.1 can be written
where v ¼ ðv 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 ; v 4 Þ is the vector with elements
and SðvÞ is defined by
We note that the log5 and generalized log5 models are a special case of Equations (20)- (22). Using a first-order Taylor series, the variance of E can be approximated by [ 
where s 2 i denotes the variance of v i and the derivatives are evaluated at the mean v of v: Since the derivative dEðSÞ=dS of the logistic function is DðSÞ ¼ EðSÞð1 À EðSÞÞ the derivatives in (23) are given by the chain rule as
On evaluation at v ¼ v; the last two terms in the sum of (23) are zero since v 3 and v 4 are zero-mean. Thus, the fractions of b s 2 E that are due to the batter and pitcher respectively are given by
We computed the sample variances of v 1 and v 2 to approximate s 2 1 and s 2 2 for each platoon configuration and year in our study using all of the plate appearances for which reliable rates could be estimated according to the criteria described in Section 3.2. Fig. 7 plots the estimated F B fraction for each platoon configuration and year using Equation (25) with the generalized log5 model coefficients. We see that batters account for most of the variance in expected strikeout rate and the average fractions over year for the four platoon configurations are given in Table 12 . As expected, the configurations that involve left-handed pitchers contain more year-to-year variation since they are based on fewer plate appearances.
CONCLUSION
We have answered the questions posed in Section 3.1 by using 11 years of major league baseball play-by-play data to investigate models for the probability of a strikeout for a batter/pitcher matchup. Players are modeled using strikeout and ground ball rate descriptors that can be estimated reliably using data for a single platoon configuration for a single season. We used a constrained three-term logit model to show that the log5 formula provides an accurate model for strikeout probability and that small changes to the log5 coefficients might be used to improve the accuracy of the model for the LHP versus RHB platoon configuration. We also showed that a batter/pitcher ground ball rate interaction variable is highly significant when added to the three-term logit model. This interaction variable has a strong physical justification and adjusts the predicted strikeout probability based on the relative ground ball versus fly ball tendencies of the batter and pitcher. The models were used to show that batters are responsible for most of the variance in the predicted strikeout probability. The method employed to extend the log5 model to include additional variables can easily be adapted for other application areas. This paper has focused on the development and evaluation of low-dimensional models for strikeout probability and a natural next step is to assess the utility of these models for prediction. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
